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BackgroundBackground

�� The Activity was approved under The Activity was approved under the provisions of ITTC Decision the provisions of ITTC Decision 

2(XLV) for strategic policy Activity 46(a2(XLV) for strategic policy Activity 46(a), aimed at:), aimed at:

�� “promoting  “promoting  trade in tropical timber and tropical timber trade in tropical timber and tropical timber 

products from substantially managed and legally harvested products from substantially managed and legally harvested 

sources’ sources’ andandsources’ sources’ andand

�� developing developing an innovative timber tracking system using an innovative timber tracking system using 

commercially available hardware and software and contribute commercially available hardware and software and contribute 

to the dissemination of information on volumes of tropical to the dissemination of information on volumes of tropical 

timber and timber products tracked under the innovative timber and timber products tracked under the innovative 

system through a website to be developed for this purpose.  system through a website to be developed for this purpose.  



About JBCLAbout JBCL

�� JBCL JBCL is a privately owned company is a privately owned company in Ghanain Ghana

�� Operating in Ghana’s Operating in Ghana’s Western and Western and Eastern Eastern Regions.  Regions.  

�� JBCL JBCL commenced operations in Ghana in 1955.commenced operations in Ghana in 1955.

�� Company Company consists of three factories in Sekondi, Sefwiconsists of three factories in Sekondi, Sefwi--

Wiawso and Wiawso and TakoradiTakoradiWiawso and Wiawso and TakoradiTakoradi

�� has has a total workforce of about a total workforce of about 3,125 3,125 employeesemployees..



About JBCL Cont’dAbout JBCL Cont’d

�� The company’s mission is The company’s mission is “to “to be the leading timber be the leading timber 

company in Ghana, delivering premium quality wood company in Ghana, delivering premium quality wood 

products from sustainably managed and legally acquired products from sustainably managed and legally acquired 

forests to the local and international marketsforests to the local and international markets.”.”

�� JBCL’s JBCL’s products products include:include:�� JBCL’s JBCL’s products products include:include:

�� Lumber Lumber (Air Dried & Kiln Dried(Air Dried & Kiln Dried); Sliced Veneers; ); Sliced Veneers; 

Rotary Rotary Veneers and Veneers and Layons, Plywood, Platforms Layons, Plywood, Platforms and and 

Blockboards; Flooring; Mouldings Blockboards; Flooring; Mouldings and Profiled and Profiled 

Sections (Solid & Finger jointed, Dowels, Skirting, Sections (Solid & Finger jointed, Dowels, Skirting, 

T&GT&G); Components ); Components (Door, Window, Furniture(Door, Window, Furniture); ); 

FingerFinger--jointedjointed; ; and Laminated and Laminated products.products.



JBCL’s Main MarketsJBCL’s Main Markets

�� JBCL’s JBCL’s main markets comprise the main markets comprise the following:following:

�� Domestic Domestic (5(5%);%);

�� Economic  Community of West African States Economic  Community of West African States 

((2020%);%);((2020%);%);

�� Europe Europe (50(50%);%);

�� USA USA (10(10%); and%); and

�� Other Other European markets (mostly the Euro European markets (mostly the Euro 

zone) (15zone) (15%).%).



ACTIVITY OBJECTIVEACTIVITY OBJECTIVE

�� To:To:

�� demonstrate demonstrate to the company’s major markets to the company’s major markets 

and customers that JBCL’s timber product and customers that JBCL’s timber product 

exports are legal; andexports are legal; andexports are legal; andexports are legal; and

�� meet meet the forestry law and policy requirements the forestry law and policy requirements 

of the Government of of the Government of Ghana.Ghana.

..



Activity TasksActivity Tasks

�� With the help of a consultant to:With the help of a consultant to:

�� evaluate evaluate JBCL’s existing tracking framework;JBCL’s existing tracking framework;

�� evaluate evaluate commercially available hardware and software commercially available hardware and software 

for tracking wood products;for tracking wood products;

purchase purchase hardware and software;hardware and software;�� purchase purchase hardware and software;hardware and software;

�� develop develop the tracking system including software the tracking system including software 

configuration;configuration;

�� test test and commission the new system; andand commission the new system; and

�� prepare prepare a final report for the a final report for the ITTOITTO..



The Activity’s Intended OutputsThe Activity’s Intended Outputs

�� The Activity’s intended outputs included:The Activity’s intended outputs included:

�� a a short report on the assessment of JBCL’s existing short report on the assessment of JBCL’s existing 

tracking system and the additional work required to tracking system and the additional work required to 

convert it to a computerconvert it to a computer--based system; based system; 

�� a a computercomputer--based timber tracking system integrating based timber tracking system integrating �� a a computercomputer--based timber tracking system integrating based timber tracking system integrating 

all aspects of the company’s operations from the forest all aspects of the company’s operations from the forest 

to the customer; andto the customer; and

�� a a final report to the ITTO on the Activity including final report to the ITTO on the Activity including 

lessons learnt.lessons learnt.



Review of JBCL’s Existing Inventory/Tracking Review of JBCL’s Existing Inventory/Tracking 

SystemSystem

�� The review was conducted by HelvetaThe review was conducted by Helveta

�� Same company implementing a national legality Same company implementing a national legality 

monitoring system for Ghana under VPA with the EU;monitoring system for Ghana under VPA with the EU;

�� Review indicated JBCL’s Review indicated JBCL’s existing tracking system existing tracking system 

adequately tracks the company’s log inputs and adequately tracks the company’s log inputs and adequately tracks the company’s log inputs and adequately tracks the company’s log inputs and 

processed wood processed wood products; andproducts; and

�� would would interface with Ghana’s national wood interface with Ghana’s national wood 

products tracking system when products tracking system when completedcompleted..



FSC Controlled Wood CertificationFSC Controlled Wood Certification

�� The company therefore sought and received approval from The company therefore sought and received approval from 

the ITTO to apply the funds towards FSC Controlled the ITTO to apply the funds towards FSC Controlled 

Wood Certification.Wood Certification.

�� The company also considered certification under PEFC The company also considered certification under PEFC �� The company also considered certification under PEFC The company also considered certification under PEFC 

but was not possible as Ghana does not yet have national but was not possible as Ghana does not yet have national 

forest management standardforest management standard..



Elements of FSC Controlled Wood CertificationElements of FSC Controlled Wood Certification

�� FSC Controlled Wood certification enables forest management FSC Controlled Wood certification enables forest management 

enterprises to demonstrate to a company or third party enterprises to demonstrate to a company or third party 

certification body that wood supplied is certification body that wood supplied is controlled.controlled.

�� It It allows forest management enterprises to provide evidence that allows forest management enterprises to provide evidence that 

the wood they supply has been controlled to the wood they supply has been controlled to avoid avoid wood that wood that is:is:

illegally illegally harvested;harvested;�� illegally illegally harvested;harvested;

�� harvested harvested in violation of traditional and civil in violation of traditional and civil rights;rights;

�� harvested harvested in forest management units in which high in forest management units in which high 

conservation values are threatened by management conservation values are threatened by management activities;activities;

�� harvested harvested in areas in which forests are being converted to in areas in which forests are being converted to 

plantations or nonplantations or non--forest forest use; and use; and 

�� harvested harvested from forests in which genetically modified tress are from forests in which genetically modified tress are 

planted.planted.



Certification ProcessCertification Process

�� Involved:Involved:

�� prepre--assessment assessment of the company’s forest management activities and of the company’s forest management activities and 

Chain of Custody (CoC) system against the requirements of the Chain of Custody (CoC) system against the requirements of the 

FSC Standard FSC Standard -- FSC Controlled Wood Standard For Forest FSC Controlled Wood Standard For Forest 

Management Enterprises FSCManagement Enterprises FSC--STDSTD--3030--010 (Version 2010 (Version 2--0) EN, to 0) EN, to 

identify any identify any gaps;gaps;identify any identify any gaps;gaps;

�� preparation preparation of procedures and work instructions to ensure the of procedures and work instructions to ensure the 

company can consistently meet the requirements of the relating to company can consistently meet the requirements of the relating to 

the five FSC Controlled Wood categories the five FSC Controlled Wood categories ; and; and

�� training training all relevant staff and personnel to be involved with the all relevant staff and personnel to be involved with the 

implementation of the company’s FSC Controlled Wood Forest implementation of the company’s FSC Controlled Wood Forest 

Management and CoC Certification system.Management and CoC Certification system.



Certification Process Cont’dCertification Process Cont’d

�� The final audit occurred on Tuesday, The final audit occurred on Tuesday, 21st December 21st December 2010 and 2010 and 

comprised comprised the the following:following:

�� an an opening meeting with key managers of JCMopening meeting with key managers of JCM--Suhuma where the Suhuma where the 

objectives and scope of the assessments and  the audit were objectives and scope of the assessments and  the audit were 

discussed, as well as the assessments and audit discussed, as well as the assessments and audit schedule;schedule;

�� review review of documents (procedures and work instructions relating to of documents (procedures and work instructions relating to �� review review of documents (procedures and work instructions relating to of documents (procedures and work instructions relating to 

the FSC Standard the FSC Standard -- FSC Controlled Wood Standard For Forest FSC Controlled Wood Standard For Forest 

Management Enterprises FSCManagement Enterprises FSC--STDSTD--3030--010 (Version 2010 (Version 2--0) 0) EN;EN;

�� review review of CoC systems of CoC systems requirements;requirements;

�� inspection inspection tour of the company’s processing facilities and interview tour of the company’s processing facilities and interview 

with relevant workers at their postswith relevant workers at their posts;;

�� ffield inspection of forest management practices;  andield inspection of forest management practices;  and

�� a a closing meeting with key managers of the closing meeting with key managers of the company.company.



Wood Products Tracking Under FSC Controlled Wood Products Tracking Under FSC Controlled 

Wood CertificationWood Certification

�� Each truck load of logs transported from the certified forests will be Each truck load of logs transported from the certified forests will be 

covered by a Ghana Forestry covered by a Ghana Forestry Commission’s Commission’s Log Measurement and Log Measurement and 

Conveyance Certificate (LMCC) which will contain the following Conveyance Certificate (LMCC) which will contain the following 

information:information:

�� details details of the forest and the compartment from which the trees of the forest and the compartment from which the trees 

were harvested;were harvested;were harvested;were harvested;

�� description description of the species harvested;of the species harvested;

�� stock number;stock number;

�� vvolume olume dimensions and volume of each log;dimensions and volume of each log;

�� the the name of driver, and the registration of the vehicle;name of driver, and the registration of the vehicle;

�� name name of the Ghana Forestry Commission officer issuing the of the Ghana Forestry Commission officer issuing the 

LMCC; andLMCC; and

�� the the date on which the LMCC was issueddate on which the LMCC was issued



Wood Products Tracking Under FSC Controlled Wood Products Tracking Under FSC Controlled 

Wood CertificationWood Certification

�� In addition In addition to the to the LMCC, all LMCC, all invoices issued for sales of the company’s invoices issued for sales of the company’s 

FSC Controlled Wood products, will be used for tracking FSC Controlled Wood products, will be used for tracking purposes.purposes.

�� Such Such sales invoices will contain, as a minimum, the following information:sales invoices will contain, as a minimum, the following information:

�� the the name and address of the buyer;name and address of the buyer;

�� the the date on which the invoice was issued;date on which the invoice was issued;

description description of the product;of the product;�� description description of the product;of the product;

�� the the quantity of the products sold;quantity of the products sold;

�� reference reference to the product’s batch and/or to related shipping to the product’s batch and/or to related shipping 

documentation;documentation;

�� sufficient sufficient to link the invoice to the goods received by the customer; andto link the invoice to the goods received by the customer; and

�� the the certification code issued by the Rainforest Alliance, an FSC certification code issued by the Rainforest Alliance, an FSC 

accredited Certification Body.accredited Certification Body.



CURRENT STATUSCURRENT STATUS

�� JBCL is now recognized as FSC certified company able to supply FSC JBCL is now recognized as FSC certified company able to supply FSC 

Controlled wood products to its major marketsControlled wood products to its major markets..

�� It is listed on FSC’s official website: www.fsc.org. It is listed on FSC’s official website: www.fsc.org. 

�� The The wood products, including approved species, are also listed on the wood products, including approved species, are also listed on the 

FSC website as part of JBCL’s approved product schedule. FSC website as part of JBCL’s approved product schedule. 

This This should enable JBCL to expand the reach of its current market, as should enable JBCL to expand the reach of its current market, as �� This This should enable JBCL to expand the reach of its current market, as should enable JBCL to expand the reach of its current market, as 

it is now able to offer legal wood to markets such as the USA and the it is now able to offer legal wood to markets such as the USA and the 

European Union that have legislation requiring wood merchants to European Union that have legislation requiring wood merchants to 

demonstrate the legal status of the wood products they demonstrate the legal status of the wood products they import.import.

�� The The certificate is for five years, and the company will undergo annual certificate is for five years, and the company will undergo annual 

surveillance audits by its certification body, the Rainforest Alliance, to surveillance audits by its certification body, the Rainforest Alliance, to 

ensure it is continually meeting the requirements of its certificate.ensure it is continually meeting the requirements of its certificate.



ISSUES AND LESSONS LEARNTISSUES AND LESSONS LEARNT

�� Successful implementation of JBCL’s FSC Controlled wood certification will:Successful implementation of JBCL’s FSC Controlled wood certification will:

�� provide  provide  valuable learning experience towards full forest management valuable learning experience towards full forest management 

certification which certification which the company the company has decided has decided to pursue to pursue in our next in our next 

independent assessment by Rainforest Alliance;independent assessment by Rainforest Alliance;

�� create create access to new markets that require legality verification, particularly access to new markets that require legality verification, particularly 

as the FSC brand is recognised internationally; andas the FSC brand is recognised internationally; and

�� continually continually improve the company’s processes, practices and systems in improve the company’s processes, practices and systems in 

support of the sustainable support of the sustainable management management of its onof its on--reserve forest concessions reserve forest concessions 

or or TUCs; andTUCs; and

�� a positive incentive to other wood processing companies wanting to a positive incentive to other wood processing companies wanting to 

increase market access through a positive promotion of the legal status of increase market access through a positive promotion of the legal status of 

their wood their wood products.products.

�� Wood products tracking and assurance of legality can be demonstrated Wood products tracking and assurance of legality can be demonstrated 

through internationally recognised third party CoC certification systems such through internationally recognised third party CoC certification systems such 

as the FSC and PEFC. as the FSC and PEFC. 



CURRENT STATUSCURRENT STATUS

�� JBCL is now recognized as FSC certified company able to supply FSC JBCL is now recognized as FSC certified company able to supply FSC 

Controlled wood products to its major marketsControlled wood products to its major markets..

�� ItIt isis listedlisted onon FSC’sFSC’s officialofficial websitewebsite:: wwwwww..fscfsc..orgorg..

�� The The wood products, including approved species, are also listed on the wood products, including approved species, are also listed on the 

FSC website as part of JBCL’s approved product schedule. FSC website as part of JBCL’s approved product schedule. 

This This should enable JBCL to expand the reach of its current market, as should enable JBCL to expand the reach of its current market, as �� This This should enable JBCL to expand the reach of its current market, as should enable JBCL to expand the reach of its current market, as 

it is now able to offer legal wood to markets such as the USA and the it is now able to offer legal wood to markets such as the USA and the 

European Union that have legislation requiring wood merchants to European Union that have legislation requiring wood merchants to 

demonstrate the legal status of the wood products they demonstrate the legal status of the wood products they import.import.

�� The The certificate is for five years, and the company will undergo annual certificate is for five years, and the company will undergo annual 

surveillance audits by its certification body, the Rainforest Alliance, to surveillance audits by its certification body, the Rainforest Alliance, to 

ensure it is continually meeting the requirements of its certificate.ensure it is continually meeting the requirements of its certificate.



ITTO/JCM Project VehicleITTO/JCM Project Vehicle



FSC CertificatesFSC Certificates

��


